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HOW TO GET THE SEASON’S MOST 
WANTED LOOKS AT HOME WITH 
WELLA COLORCHARM

HAIR COLOR
WHAT’S TRENDING IN
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ABOUT THE RESEARCH
In May 2021, Wella colorcharm paired original research with future-focused expert commentary 

to provide women with information on how to adopt these trends on their own:

Surveyed a representative sample of 1,000 U.S. women 
18-and-up, through Toluna, an online survey vendor, to 

understand their perceptions on hair dye and the trends they 
want to try.

Interviewed two stylists from Wella colorcharm’s Top Artist 
team to get the scoop on what’s trending in salons and how to 

get the look at home.

IN BRIEF
Wella colorcharm aims to encourage women to confidently create beautiful 

hair color looks at home. As we enter warmer months filled with more 
social gatherings, the brand has uncovered the latest in hair coloring 
behaviors and the most desired trends to embrace these experiences.

Nearly six in 10 women change their hair 
color once every six months and of those 
women, 79% are looking to transform their 
hair color.

Women are continuing to dye their hair at-
home and more than half (54%) of women 
surveyed plan to dye their hair at-home in 
the next 2-3 months.

Majority of women ages 18-54 (61%) agree 
red highlights is a color look they are 
interested in trying in the next few months.

Y2K beauty trends (looks inspired by the 
early 2000s) are appearing in hair color 
and over a third of women are most 
interested in trying out colorful streaks, 
while the iconic black streaks of 2000s 
popstars are the most polarizing, with 
only one in four women interested in 
trying out the look on themselves.

Data Driven

Expert 
Credentialed

TOP FINDINGS
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ABOUT THE STYLISTS

Luis Rodriguez 
@luisfernando_hair

Luis is a balayage specialist and educator with over 15 years 
of experience in the industry. His image is defined by a clean, 
modern style. Luis is currently based in Allentown, PA.

Oliver Adams 
@kolorking

 Oliver is known throughout the industry for his creative flair for 
hair, as well as his dynamic presence as a hair color educator with 
Wella Company where he’s been for over 20 years. Affectionately 

known as the “Kolor King”, Oliver is the owner of Splash Studios 
Inc., which consists of five salons and salon suite locations in 

Atlanta, Georgia and Birmingham, Alabama.

Wella colorcharm Top Artist Team
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The Y2K beauty trends popping up across the internet are piquing 
women’s interest to take a bold approach to their hair color. 

WHAT’S TRENDING

Y2K BEAUTY IS BACK
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To bring these styles to life, opt for colorful streaks or chunky highlights, the two most 
popular trends among at-home colorists. If you are looking to go against the crowd and make 

a statement, add black streaks to your hair color.

Looks from the early 2000s are definitely coming back! 

Chunky highlights, colorful streaks and especially rose gold 

and pink are some of the top requests in the salon today. “
- Luis Rodriguez

Interest in Trying Y2K Beauty Trends, 
Among At-Home Colorists

As you may be aware, “Y2k beauty,” or beauty trends from the early 2000s, are trending. 
How do you feel about each of the following Y2K-inspired hair colors? 

Interested in trying Might like to see on someone else No interest in anyone trying

39.47% 41.53% 19%

36.71% 40.29% 23%

34.06% 40.94% 25%

32.78% 43.22% 24%

26.77% 36.23% 37%

Women are planning to go one of two ways with their hair color in the 
coming months: bold or natural. Colorful streaks and chunky highlights 

are some of the top trends inspired by Y2K beauty, while red is the most 
widely accepted look among traditional hair colors.   

COLORFUL
STREAKS

CHUNKY
HIGHLIGHTS

PINK
HIGHLIGHTS

THE 
MONEY 

PIECE

BLACK
STREAKS

https://www.instagram.com/p/CIJaVuBh9rJ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLKniN8H2YM/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CIQ3dRDhVIp/
https://www.instagram.com/p/uHbXy6IZv6/
https://www.instagram.com/p/COD-P4PHAgM/
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I am really loving this return of chunky highlights! This has always been one of my favorite 

trends. It works really well on my natural hair girls with curly and coily texture. We are 

re-imagining the chunky trend by alternating 2 or 3 different colors to make it three-dimensional.

Section your hair into four sections down the 

middle from front to back and then ear to ear. 

This allows for a quicker application and even 

distribution of the highlights. Try using a gel 

color, such as Wella colorcharm Gel Permanent 

color for hand painting pintura highlights on 

natural textures.

  - OLIVER ADAMS

PRO TIP!

PLACEHOLDER

PRO TIP!

For PAINTS pinks shades, like Light Pink, 

Raspberry, and Mauve it’s always best 

to apply them on pre-lightened hair 

which can be achieved by using Wella 

colorcharm Painting Balayage Lightener.

  - LUIS RODRIGUEZ

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING

“

“
“

“
For pink highlights: I recommend Wella colorcharm PAINTS because they

have a wide variety of colors and always fade on tone.
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WHAT’S TRENDING

RADIANT IN RED
Of traditional hair colors, women are most interested in 

transforming their current hair color to red. 
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Burgundy is the most popular shade of red women are seeking to try.

Red is one of the most requested shades in the salon. Clients with 
a lot of warmth in their skin’s undertone (orange, red, yellow) 

wear cooler tones better, such as red violet, merlot, crimson, and 
burgundy. Clients with cooler skin tones (olive, beige, taupe) wear 

warmer reds like copper, and a traditional red better. 
“

“

- OLIVER ADAMS

I would be at least somewhat interested 
in trying red highlights for myself

Interest in Trying Trend Red Looks

Another trending look is red highlights, of which 61% 
of at-home colorists overall are interested in trying.

 

Burgundy                   

44%                   35%                   

Ruby Red Red Strawberry Blonde Copper

39%                   34%                   

61%                   

29%                   

61%                   
62%                   
50%                   

Total 18-29 years old 30-49 years old 50 years old +

I would be at least somewhat interested 
in seeing others (e.g. friends or 
celebrities) using red highlights

42%                   

47%                   
40%                   
27%                   

I would not be interested in 
anyone trying this color

12%                   

12%                   
11%                   
27%                   
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PRO TIP!

To create red highlights around your face frame, create a 

thin triangle on the top front of your hair line and color 

it with a Wella colorcharm Permanent Liquid Color in 

a shade like Light Copper (6RG/544) from root to end. 

Let develop with Wella colorcharm 20 Volume Crème 

Developer for 30 minutes. By doing this you will create 

a beautiful red light around your face to enhance your 

natural beauty.

    - LUIS RODRIGUEZ

Every client I take red ALWAYS requests red highlights to 

customize their red hues with rich, beautiful dimension. 

  

  - OLIVER ADAMS

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING

PRO TIP!
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HAIR COLORING BEHAVIORS

More than half of women surveyed are looking to color their hair at home and plan 
to do so even as salons conduct business as usual, indicating at-home hair color is 

here to stay and continues to be of interest to women.

6 in 10 women change 
their hair color at least 
once every six months

plan to undergo a hair 
transformation in the 

next 2-3 months

79% 
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Going to a professional salon

How Women Plan to Color Their Hair In Next 2-3 Months

45%                   

45%                   
45%                   
45%                   

Total 18-29 years old 30-49 years old 50 years old +

Coloring my hair myself at-home
54%                   

49%                   
56%                   
54%                   

Asking a friend or family member 
to color my hair

23%                   

28%                   
21%                   
23%                   

Of women looking to transform their hair, blonde highlights is the most desired 
transformation with vivid colors and red tied as the second most popular looks to try.

Blonde Highlights                           Vivid Color               Red Hair Brown Hair

Most Desired Hair Color Transformations

18%                   17%                   17%                   15%                   
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ABOUT WELLA COLORCHARM

Wella colorcharm offers a range of hair coloring and lightening products, 
created to achieve exceptional long-lasting results for all hair types.

• colorcharm permanent shades are available in both liquid and gel 
formula, for reliable results while covering up to 100% gray hair.

• colorcharm demi-permanent hair color is ammonia-free 
and great for blending grays, adding shine and enhancing color.

• colorcharm PAINTS is a semi-permanent creative color line, with 
17 intermixable shades free of ammonia, peroxide or parabens.

• colorcharm Lightener is perfect for 
multipurpose lightening on and off scalp

• colorcharm PAINTING is ammonia free, for 
natural looking highlights with no foils needed.

Wella colorcharm is available at Sally Beauty and Amazon.

For inquiries and interview requests, please contact:
Kayla White, KWhite@devriesglobal.com


